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Abstract

SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) is one of the most severe attacks that can be used against web database driven applications. Attackers’ use SQLIA to get unauthorized access and perform un-authorize data modification as result of improper input validation by web application developers. Various studies have shown that average of 64% of web application of worldwide are vulnerable to SQLIA as result of their vulnerability.

To mitigate the devastating problem of SQLIA, this research proposed web application firewall for SQL injection Attack (SQLIA) that protects unauthorized users from SQLIA. Recent study shows that there is need for improving effectiveness of existing SQLIA firewall to reduce the Loss of data, getting vital information and risk of being attack as result of inaccurate false negative and false positive result reported by the SQLIA. The research focus on improving effectiveness of SQLIA firewall by proposing web application firewall for blind and tautology SQLIA in order to help minimizing of false positive an false negative result as well as to provide the room for improving proposed SQLIA by the potential researchers.

To test and validate the accuracy of research work, three vulnerable web applications were developed with different type of vulnerabilities and accuracy metric were used to analyze the result of three experiments. The result of analysis shows significant improvement by achieving 88.8%. Accuracy for the first experiment, 77% accuracy for the second experiment and 73% accuracy for the third experiment and overall of 79.6%.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Web applications are associated with different types of vulnerabilities such as Cross Site Scripting (XSS), SQL Injection, File Inclusion, Brute Force among other vulnerabilities. The most common techniques by web application can be prevented against malacious request is to deployed web application firewalls. A web firewall is a system for detecting of web application attacks. Web firewalls are used for a variety of purposes. Most prominently, they are one of the main barriers between stored database and client accessing the data to prevent it from SQL injection attacks. SQL injection attack is attacks can be performed against web driving database application to execute un-authorized data manipulations and retrievals.

Web firewall can be use as barrier against SQL injection attacks. Most of studies argue that the best approaches by which filter can be applied to differentiate- between malicious and valid request to application, such as blacklisting, whitelisting, pattern matching. However, attack score is getting increase every year regardless of firewall deployed in various applications. As suggested by many studies, this could be because of technological advancement and technical logic of the attackers every day new attack patterns are constructed to bypass existing firewalls as well as many of the deployed firewall are not effective enough to detect existing and newly constructed attacks.

A logical approach to tackle this problem is, to deploy web firewall to block malicious request. There are numbers of commercial as well as open web application
firewall available to perform security test, detection and prevention. However, most of these firewall tools have problem regarding low coverage detection and reporting high percentage of false positive attacks.

2. OVERVIEW OF SQLIA WEB FIREWALL DESIGNING APPROACH

Design is the process of transforming all information gathered and structured in phase 1 into concrete idea about the new or replacement of new information system. It's not recommended to start coding a new system without having demented details on how system component are brought together, how different component of system interact, and classifying dependent and non-depended components. This section provide the details architecture, activities and algorithm design of propose web firewall.

2.1. Architecture of Proposed SQLI Web Firewall

Proposed SQLIA web firewall architecture consist of six components event interceptor, tokenization, parser, abstract syntax tree generation, pattern matching and classifier. These components represent basic fundamental elements for structuring proposed SQLIA web firewall. During implementation stage these components are presented in form of modules, classes, objects or as a set of related function. The SQLIA web firewall will consist of component that include, attack pattern, database of malicious SQL keywords library, classifier component. Figure 4.1 show architecture of propose SQLIA web firewall.

I. When user provide seed URL, the first component called event interceptor will filter all query sent to the web application for malicious request examination.

II. The second component called tokenizer which breaks user query into chunk of SQL keywords the purpose to generate syntax three that will ease the attack pattern matching activities.

III. The third component is parser which parses blocks of keywords to syntax tree generator which generate SQL query tree like structure to identify strange or unwanted keywords in user query.

IV. The fourth component abstract syntax tree which represent Source Code as a tree of nodes representing constants or variables (leaves) and operators or statements (inner nodes). Also called a "parse tree". An Abstract SyntaxTree is often the output of a parser (or the "parse stage" of a compiler), and forms the input to semantic analysis and code generation (this assumes a phased compiler; many compilers interleave the phases in order to conserve memory).

Unlike concrete syntax, which consists of a linear sequence of characters and/or tokens, along with a set of rules for parsing them, abstract syntax doesn't (generally) have to worry about issues such as parser ambiguity, operator precedence, etc. The fifth component is pattern matching that checking a given sequence of tokens for the presence of the constituents of some pattern. In contrast to pattern recognition, the match usually has to be exact. The patterns generally have the form of either sequences or tree structures. Uses of pattern matching include outputting the locations (if any) of a pattern within a token sequence, to output some component of the matched pattern, and to substitute the matching pattern with some other token sequence (i.e., search and replace).

Sequence patterns (e.g., a text string) are often described using regular expressions and matched using techniques such as backtracking.

Tree patterns are used in some programming languages as a general tool to process data based on its structure, e.g., Haskell, ML, Scala and the symbolic mathematics language Mathematical have special syntax for expressing tree patterns and a language construct for conditional execution and value retrieval based on it. For simplicity and efficiency reasons, these tree patterns lack some features that are available in regular expressions. Often it is possible to give alternative patterns that are tried one by one, which yields a powerful conditional programming construct. Pattern matching sometimes includes support for guards.

Term rewriting and graph rewriting languages rely on pattern matching for the fundamental way a program evaluates into a result.
Fig2. Architecture of propose sqlia firewall
Algorithm design is one of the fundamental elements in software design, it describes steps, procedure, sequence, variable, and decision that needed to brought designed software into reality. Having algorithm designed enable developer to examine and image the solution in more concrete manner. To make proposed SQLIF easier to implement its component need to need to be divided into series of phase of processes and decision. This will reduce the complexity of implementing designed algorithm. Figure 4.2 below represent the description of the logical procedure proposed SQLI Firewall undergoes to discover SQLIA in a target application.

3. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT DISCUSSION

Proposed SQLIA web application firewall implement pattern matching approach is required to understand how SQL query is constructed is primary for efficient pattern matching of malicious queries, in effective way. Many of the reviewed SQLIA firewalls fails to identify malicious query that has human like’s valid names. For example consider web application that requires login
authentication, when users wants to use the system has to provide the login credential if it happens the user name has some attack pattern like in his name the firewall will consider that request to use the system as malicious query which is valid query.

In figure 5.1 shows the scenario where an attack tries to exploit the system to get unauthorized access to the system. As shown in the injection parameters those attacks patterns will automatically blocked by proposed SQLIA web application firewalls which almost most the review web application firewalls are capable of.

But the problem arise when user with names like Orton, Anderson and other names that has SQLIA pattern like in their names try to use the system. As shown in figure 5.2 which most of the review web application have problem of differentiating from been a valid query.

As can be seen user Orton try to use the system and his request to use the system will be blocked by many of the reviewed web application firewall which is different from proposed web application firewall proposed in this research work.

**Vulnerable Target Applications Used**

Despite there are number of vulnerable applications designed to allow individual or vendor to validate their work against attacking tools the research choose to designed three custom Web applications (See Table 5.5). One of the reasons in that most of the related web application firewall studied in literature review are tested in different scenarios and different security configuration type therefore, the research chooses to develop these application to simulate these scenarios so that each proposed work can be evaluated based on its original secure web application. Another reason is that most of the individual or vendors adjust the effectiveness of their tool with respect to security configuration in their proposed work which may not predict effectiveness of the tool in other application as
different developer have different ways of writing same query (Antunes and Vieira, 2010), (Djuric, 2013).

The first target application is online human resource (OHR) application consisting of nine known SQLIA (See Table 5.3) three error based, one blind SQLIA and two vulnerable login query placed our proposed barrier to defend against attacking tool which was developed by our friend. We choose to create more vulnerable pages on this target because OHR contain almost any information regarding employee information in an organization which results in having multiple queries about employee information for different purpose. Similarly this application has two different login queries this is because to differentiate between normal employee accesses to the system with administrator access to the system and we know that each department in organization has one administrator.

The second vulnerable target application is online birds farming application with nine known SQLIA (See Table 5.3) three (3) blind SQLIA and two vulnerable login authentication queries.

The third vulnerable application is online news application with four (4) known SQLIA (See Table 5.3) one (1) error based SQLIA and one (1) vulnerable login authentication and two blind SQL injection firewall. The different between this application and other two vulnerable applications is that in this a query application (vulnerable blind SQL injection attack) was designed to perform information request with of HTTP GET parameter without using any form input tag. This practice is mostly found in news website. for example you may find online news website that provides description or headline of the news but the actual or remaining part of the news is stored in database. When user click on “read more” button then the content of the news headline is loaded and display to the user. This type of query is vulnerable to SQLIA.

All three vulnerable target applications are configure with our SQLIA web application firewall running on window 7 32 bit operating system and 6GB Ram, first and second application running on apache 2.4 with MySQL 5.5.19, and third application running on Apache 2.2.3 with MySQL 5.0.77.

### 3.1. Experiment 1

The first experiment was carried out on Online Human Resource Application (OHR) which contain similar vulnerability used in testing MySQLinjector and other added vulnerabilities that original author of the scanner do not include. Propose SQLIA web firewall was able to intercept queries, tokenize them, and perform malicious SQL keywords identification and pattern matching activities. As can be seen below (see Figure 5.3) the input URL of OHR application is given to attacking scanner and its display the result (See Figure 5.4). Propose SQLIA web application firewall identified five out of six SQLIA injected attacking scanner in HR application.

This is because propose web application firewall uses to phase of malicious SQLIA detection and prevention approach that enable propose SQLIA web firewall to conclude weather the query is an attack or valid. Beside this proposed SQLIA web firewall can prevent against blind SQLIA and block tautology SQLIA of various patterns which present big challenge by previous works. However propose SQLIA web application firewall failed to block attacks of the tautology SQLIA. In this experiment propose SQLIA web application firewall achieved 88% accuracy on two different types of SQLIA (tautology and blind SQLIA) when measure using accuracy metrics (see Section 5.4.1 in Figure 5.5).
3.1.1. Result Analysis
This section present metrics use to evaluate the accuracy of propose SQLIV scanner. This analysis is similar to the one used in evaluating previous work.

**ACCURACY FOR EXPERIMENT 1**

\[
\text{ACCURACY} = \frac{\text{TPA}}{\text{TKA}} \times 100, \quad \frac{\text{FPA}}{\text{TKN}} \times 100
\]

Total number of true positive attacks (TPA) = 8, Total number of known (TKA) = 9 Therefore, ACCURACY = 8/9 \times (100\%) = 88\%
Total number of false positive Attack (FPV) = 1, Total number of known attacks (TKA) = 6 Therefore, ACCURACY = 1/9 * (100%) = 11%

Propose SQLIA web application firewall achieved 83.3% coverage of true positive and 11% false positive compare in (Diksha G. Kumar and Madhumita Chatterjee, 2014) which achieved 81.7% coverage of true positive and 18.3% false positive. Similarly proposed SQLIA web application firewall achieved less coverage of true positive attacks when compare with (Baohua Hung, Tongyi Xie and Yan Ma, 2015) achieved 79% and missing only 21% of vulnerabilities on target applications. Because the authors in (Hossain Shahriar and Mohammad Zulkernine, 2015) claimed to update the database of attacks patterns used by thereby producing more accurate result compare to previous work which achieved 82%.

### 3.2 Experiment 2

Second experiment was on Farm Online application consisting of five (5) vulnerable queries: two login queries ("admin.php" and "Login.php"), three vulnerable search queries. This experimental setup is similar to setup used in OHR vulnerable application the only difference is in query used here have the catching approach to return custom error messages when abnormal query is received by the database server. Similarly in HR the login.php query is designed to connect the ser/employee to application if the query return at least one record (which is easy to bypass using tautology SQL injection attack) while in farm application the login.php is more difficult to bypass using simple tautology attack because it compares not number of true record return but actual rows returned by the query. To prevent above mentioned SQLIA it is required for propose SQLIA web application firewall to perform careful tokenization of SQL query in effective way. In this case propose SQLIA web application firewall pattern matching to deduce query with high potential to been malicious in target web application. Propose SQLIA web application firewall successfully blocked tautology SQLIA injected by attacking scanner. As can be seen below (See Figure 5.5) input URL of Farm application is given to attacking scanner and proposed SQLIA web application firewall successfully identified total number of four (4) SQL injection attacks send by attacking scanner out of five as display in Figure 5.6. In this experiment propose SQLIA web application firewall achieved 80% accuracy when measure using accuracy metrics (see section 5.5.1 and in Figure 5.7)
3.2.1. Result Analysis

This section presents analysis results similar to the experimental setup used by (Diksha G. Kumar and Madhumita Chatterjee, 2014), (Hossain Shahriar and Mohammad Zulkernine, 2015) previously compare with propose proposed SQLIA web application firewall (see section 5.4.1) however there is little difference between how these two applications (OHR and Farm) are designed in their queries (see section 5.4) . As mention earlier that both previous methods are only effective if target application attacks user’s name do not have any similarities with SQLIA pattern defined in database of attacks patterns libraries. It’s not surprise to (Hossain Shahriar and Mohammad Zulkernine, 2015) achieved 69.3%. This is because these scanners are tested on application that is configure to block only attacks that has SQLIA attacks pattern which is statistically define in database of SQLIA.

Previous web application firewall missed such kind of attack in a target application; therefore, the focus of research in this experiment is to improve the pattern matching in previous work Diksha G. Kumar and Madhumita Chatterjee, 2015) by achieving 60% to be able to differentiate between valid users query and malicious users queries.. Result of this analysis (see Figure 5.7) shows that proposed SQLIA web application firewall achieved 77% accuracy and misses 23% of injected attacks by SQLI attacking scanner on tested application.

Total number of true positive attacks (TPA) =4, Total number of known attacks (TKA) =5 Therefore, ACCURACY = 7/9 * (100%), =77%
Total number of false positive attack (FPA) =2, Total number of known vulnerability (TKV) =5 Therefore, ACCURACY = 2/9 * (100%), =23%

3.3. Experiment 3

The third experiment is on Online News vulnerable application which is similar to scenario proposed by (Hossain Shahriar and Mohammad Zulkernine, 2015). Propose SQLIA web application firewall successfully block three malicious queries injected by attacking scanner in news application URL is given (see Figure 5.8) but failed to identified one SQLIA as shown in below (see Figure 5.9). This is because propose SQLIA web
application firewall tokenizer does not have intelligence to learn from future attack patterns which is not included in the database of attack pattern libraries. Using one of the injection parameters (HTTP GET) to propose SQLIA web application firewall claim to be based on (see section 5.2). Including this type of scenario is time-consuming and need to be done carefully otherwise high false negative results will be produced. In this experiment, the proposed SQLIA web application firewall achieved 75% (see Figure 5.10) accuracy when compared using accuracy metrics.

Figure 5.6: Input URL for the Farm vulnerable application

Figure 5.7: Defensive result of Farm application
3.3.1 Result Analysis

This section presents the analysis result of proposed SQLIA web firewall. This setup is different from other two setups (OHIP and Farm setup) as explained earlier (see section 5.3). LIVS proposed in (Djuric, 2013) uses three vulnerability analysis components as our proposed firewall does. Therefore, the focus in this experiment is to improve accuracy in (Hossain Shahriar and Mohammad Zulkernine, 2015).

Experimental result shows that web application firewall in (Hossain Shahriar and Mohammad Zulkernine, 2015) achieved 64% accuracy while reporting 36% false positive. In this experiment proposed SQLIA web application firewall achieved 75% accuracy and report with 25% false positive (see Figure 5.10). Although in this research only PHP applications platforms were considered unlike experiment in (Djuric, 2013) in which three different applications platform were used to validate proposed web firewall.

\[
\text{ACCURACY FOR EXPERIMENT } = \frac{TPV}{TKV} \times 100, \quad \frac{FPV}{TKN} \times 100
\]

Total number of true positive attack (TPA) = 3,
Total number of known attack (TKA) = 4
Therefore, ACCURACY = 3/4 * (100%) = 75%
Total number of false positive attack (FPA) = 1,
Total number of known attack (TKA) = 4
Therefore, ACCURACY = 1/4 * (100%) = 25%

4. RESEARCH FINDINGS

This research has used three different applications with different scenarios for preventing SQLIA attack to overcome issues faced by most previous work, as noted early in this research. (See chapter 1 section 1.2) The proposed research woks as intended to introduced pattern matching approach to combat SQL attack by proposing web application firewall as barrier. The research have achieved low false alarm and improve the effectiveness of true number of SQLI Attack as indicated in section 5 (See experiments and analysis).

The result of proposed research in presented in Chapter 5 has show quite improvement with first experiment accuracy 88%, second experiment with 77% and third experiment 79.4% accuracy as presented in Chapter 5 Figure 5.4, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.10 respectively.

5. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

The research work contribute to overcoming challenge of false alarm (false negative and false positive) SQLI attacks by existing web application firewall, which is
The contribution aspect of this work is as follows:

I. Improve pattern matching mechanism to recognize and Malicious SQLi attack.
II. Research work improves database of SQL attacks pattern of tautology attack related type to recognize and block any tautology attack.
III. Research work introduced new way of preventing blind SQLI Attack by grouping potential malicious SQLI attack keywords in different database.

6. CONCLUSION

Combating SQLI attacks on Web-based database driving applications required frequent SQL injection vulnerability assessment patches. Applying manual SQL injection vulnerability assessment is required knowledge of how SQL injection vulnerability looks like and how to exploit them. Similarly Manual inspection of SQL injection Attack web firewall is time consuming, costly mostly leave dangerous SQL injection vulnerability undiscovered. In this research an automatic SQL injection web Attack firewall is being proposed to enable SQL injection vulnerability assessment in effective way. This research in Chapter 1 section two clarified the two major issues of current SQL Web application firewall; fist is low detection of injected SQL attack and reporting high false negative SQL attacks in target application. These issues present a challenge to security administrator during while trying to SQL injection threat. A number of techniques and method has been proposed (See chapter 2) to tackle this challenge however, none of them have completely address this challenge.

Alternately, this research proposed SQL injection web application firewall that applies SQL prevention in dynamic way. This research has been conducted to reduced number of false negative and false positive result of SQL injection web application firewall. To evaluate the proposed SQL injection web application firewall with respect to various literatures studied this research chooses to conduct three different experiment to simulate similar scenarios that related researches have been conducted and accuracy matrices were use to analyze the result.

7. FUTURE WORK

Propose web application firewall faces two major challenges. One is in ability detect new future tautology and blind SQLI attacks that have not been included in propose signature pattern. With time constraint the study could not able to develop pattern that will able to learn from future attacks of same type considered. Another challenge faced by proposed web application firewall is reporting of similar attacks more than one times which result in false positive alarm. This is one of the reasons why proposed firewall report average of 27% of false positive alarm.

In short the future research work to address on this work is as follows:

i. Improving firewall pattern matching
ii. Updating database of blind and tautology SQLI attacks signatures.
iii. Reducing number of false negative alarm by introducing two ways detection approach.
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